Abstract. This work treats cross-section (CS) segmentation in digital images of rough wood log ends. Existing CS segmentation approaches are focused on computed tomography CS images of logs and no approach and experimental evaluation for digital images has been presented so far. Segmentation of cross-sections in rough log end images is a prerequisite for the development of novel log end analysis applications (e.g. biometric log recognition or automated log grading). We propose a simple and fast computable similarity-based region growing algorithm for CS segmentation. In our experiments we evaluate dierent texture features (Local binary patterns & Intensity histograms) and histogram distances. Results show that the algorithm achieves the most accurate results in combination with intensity histograms and the earth movers distance. Generally, we conclude that for certain applications simple texture features and a matured distance metric can outperform higher-order texture features and basic distance metrics.
Introduction
In case of digital images of log ends there exist just a few publications which deal with cross-section (CS) analysis. The works of [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] present approaches for pith estimation and in [2] , [6] , [7] , [8] annual ring analysis approaches are proposed. Present CS analysis literature focuses on computed tomography (CT) cross-section images. Compared to conventional log end images, CT crosssection images do not exhibit disturbances due to cutting or dirt. Furthermore, the wood properties are clearly visible and distinguishable. This enables segmentation of the entire CS and of wood properties/ defects using basic thresholding techniques (literature review see [9] ). To our knowledge, no publications related to cross-section segmentation in digital images of rough log ends were published. Digital images of rough log ends can be taken at little cost and at almost every stage in the wood processing chain. The location, size and shape of the CS are crucial to perform sophisticated image analysis tasks. Thus, segmentation is a prerequisite for the development of novel applications (e.g. automated log grading or biometric traceability of logs -see [10] ) using images of rough log end faces. Beneath a high segmentation accuracy, the timing performance of any segmentation approach is crucial for any real world application. Basically, a cross-section is built up of an annual ring texture which varies strongly locally. Variations are caused by the the circular alignment, dierent widths, colour features and disturbances of annual rings. Hence, CS segmentation is a typical task for region-based segmentation approaches which are able to segment textured regions. State-of-the-art region-based segmentation approaches are based on graph cuts ( [11] , [12] ), active contours ( [13] , [14] ) or mean shift ( [15] ) algorithms. In the past two decades manifold publications showed up high level segmentation algorithms combined with well matured texture features like Markov-random-eld statistics ( [16] ), Wavelet features ( [17] , [18] ), Gabor lters ( [19] ) and Fractal features ( [20] ). Furthermore, there exist many more textural spectral-temporal features (literature review see [21] ) and various new texture features and extensions were published (e.g. [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] ).
Recently, in [26] , [27] the region-based active contour approach proposed by [14] is extended to deal with similarity of adjacent patches which enables segmentation of inhomogeneous textured regions. This approach is applicable to CS segmentation, but requires a high computational eort. For this rst work dealing with CS segmentation we pay attention to the timing performance. Instead of using active contours we utilize an ease and fast computable region-growing approach which is based on similarity of adjacent patches. Similarity is assessed by comparing the histogram distances of texture features. For this purpose two fast computable features are evaluated as texture features: Intensity-and local binary pattern (LBP) histograms. The utilized region-growing approach can be combined with any comparable texture feature.
This work contributes to the development of new CS analysis applications suggesting a simple, accurate and fast computable approach for CS segmentation in rough log end images. A testset consisting of 108 dierent rough log end images is utilized to perform experiments. Results show that for the utilized algorithm simple intensity histograms as texture features and the earth movers distance (EMD) outperform a well-matured texture descriptor -the LBP operator. Additionally, the experiments examine dierent settings and parameters required for the segmentation algorithm.
At rst, Section 2 introduces the utilized texture analysis methods. In Section 3 the region-growing based CS segmentation algorithm is outlined. The experimental setup and results are presented in Section 4 followed by the conclusion in Section 5. Intensity Histograms do not extract information about the topology of the pixels. Generally, histograms of images or image sections are probability distributions describing the frequency of each color or gray value.
Similarity based cross-section segmentation in rough log end images 3 Local Binary Patterns (LBPs) were introduced by [28] . In counting the frequency of micro texels in an image or image section, LBPs unify statistical and structural principles of texture analysis. For each pixel in an image or image section the local binary pattern is computed by analysing N neighbours in a circular neighbourhood. The occurrence of each of the 2 N possible patterns is stored into a feature histogram, where each bin represents a single pattern and its frequency. Additionally to the generic formulation of the LBP operator, the authors of [29] and [30] introduced uniform, rotation invariant and multi-scale LBP variations.
Histogram Distances are used as similarity measures between feature histograms of adjacent image sections. Four bin-by-bin distances (L1-Norm -
Hellinger distance -H) and one crossbin distance (EMD) are examined. The EMD [31] computes the minimal cost required to transform one histogram (P) into another (Q). In case of two onedimensional probability distribution functions P and Q the EMD is simply given by the L 1 norm between their cumulative distribution functions. 3 Cross-section segmentation algorithm
Our algorithm is inspired by the EMD-region-based level set formulation in [14] , [27] and is adopted to a region growing procedure. The procedure is based on similarity of adjacent image sections. For this purpose, the image is subdivided into blocks. The block size and the overlapping factor between the blocks are crucial parameters which strongly inuence the segmentation accuracy and timing performance. Our algorithm is subdivided into three consecutive stages which are described subsequently.
Cluster initialisation
For the selection of seed blocks and the subsequent initialisation of clusters the position of the pith is utilized. We utilize the suggested algorithm and conguration presented in [5] . This pith estimation algorithm computes local orientations in the Fourier Spectra of image sections. The pith position is determined by intersection of the local orientations. A predened number of blocks (e.g. 4) which are equally distributed close around the pith position are selected. Subsequently, for each single seed block the adjacent neighbours in a four-neighbourhood are added and then initialised as a single cluster.
Each cluster is initialised by computing three features which describe the contained texture: mean gray value/variance, mean entropy/variance and mean intensity histogram or LBP histogram distances between the blocks of the cluster and the corresponding variance.
Growing procedure
The cluster growing procedure starts with the selection of one of the initialised clusters. Then the four-neighbourhood of each border block is analysed. Only neighbours which are not allocated to a cluster are used as candidate blocks.Each candidate block is compared to the cluster which leads to a decision whether or not the block is allocated to the cluster. In Fig. 1 the blocks of a cluster and the decision making procedure are illustrated. For the block labelled B3 three candidate blocks (nb1, nb2, nb3) are available. The nal decision whether one of the candidates (e.g. nb2) is allocated requires that each of the three comparisons satises predened conditions. For example, the mean gray value of the block must range between the cluster mean gray value +/-its variance. The feature-variances are used to regulate the restrictiveness of the decision making procedure. For this purpose, the variance is multiplied by a factor ranging from [-2,2] . Preliminary tests showed that other factors are either too restrictive or too tolerant for the growing procedure. If the block is allocated to the cluster, the cluster features are updated. The procedure continues with the next border block until no border block has further candidate blocks that t to the cluster. Then the algorithm continues with the next cluster. The cluster-growing algorithm nishes after all clusters are processed. Finally, the clusters are merged and it is assumed that the merged cluster represents the area of the CS. Cluster initialisation/growing/merging result using 16x16 half-overlapping pixels blocks An exemplary result is shown in Fig. 2 . It is clearly visible that the resulting cluster covers the entire CS. Unfortunately, similar textured CSs in the background are dicult to distinguish from the main CS. This problem is visible in the bottom right of Fig. 2 .
In three consecutive steps the nal estimate of the CS boundary is computed. First, all cluster blocks which have at least one neighbour that is not in the cluster are selected (see Fig. 3a ). This step reduces the amount of blocks and all of the blocks representing parts of the CS boundary still remain. In the second step, it is assumed that CSs are approximately elliptical. First, a circle is tted into the point cloud of the remaining blocks. Blocks within the circle are removed. This improves the accuracy of the ellipse tting procedure. After ellipse tting Similarity based cross-section segmentation in rough log end images 5 all blocks located outside of the ellipse are removed (see Fig. 3b ). In the best case and especially for elliptical CSs this procedure decreases the probability of including incorrectly segmented blocks (e.g. caused by neighboured CSs in the background). Finally, the alpha shape [32] of all remaining blocks is computed. Alpha shapes are an approach to compute concave hulls and are a generalisation of convex hulls. They can be tuned by the α parameter. The higher the α value is, the better the alpha shape approximates the convex hull and details of the boundary are neglected. The lower the value of α is, the more details are considered. In contrast, a lower value makes the alpha shape computation vulnerable to large gaps between the outermost blocks. Finally, the alpha shape (see Fig. 3c ) is used as a nal estimate of the CS boundary. 4 Experiments
Three experiments with dierent congurations are used to assess the general performance as well as the impact of: Dierent block sizes and half-overlapping/ non-overlapping blocks, using intensity or LBP histograms as texture features, dierent local histogram distances and dierent variance factors (V f ) and the circle/ ellipse tting step. Additionally, one experiment evaluates the timing performance. Testset: 108 (1024x768) circular saw-cut spruce log ends were captured with a digital camera (Samsung WB2000), without ash and at approximately the same distance from the log end surface to the camera. The images were converted to grayscale using equal weighting factors. The accuracy for a certain conguration is evaluated computing the mean segmentation accuracy (Mean) and the deviation (StDev) across all of the 108 images. R describes the span between the minimum and the maximum of the computed segmentation accuracies. Additionally, the computation time in milliseconds [ms] provides information on the timing performance. The percentage of dierence between the pixels of the manually determined ground-truth mask (Fig. 4b) and the computed CS mask (Fig. 4c) is dened as the segmentation accuracy. All steps of the CS segmentation algorithm have been implemented in Java and all experiments have been performed on an Intel Core i7-2620M processor with 2.7 GHZ and 8 GB RAM, JRE 1.7.
Experiment #1 -Intensity histograms
First, the applicability of intensity histograms as texture features for our algorithm is evaluated. Furthermore, block sizes of 16x16 and 32x32, half-and non-overlapping and all histogram distances noticed in Section 2 are examined.
For the cluster growing procedure each histogram distance is tested with variance factors (V f ) in a range between [-2.0,2.0]. For the entropy and mean gray value comparisons a constant V f = 1 is used. The circle/ellipse t step is not performed. The best results for all tested congurations are presented in Table 1 . For three of four congurations the EMD achieves the best segmentation accuracy. The most accurate results are reached with EMD and 16x16 halfoverlapping pixels blocks (Mean: 5.55, StDev: 3.3). It can be stated that the EMD is a robust and appropriate histogram distance for all tested congurations.
Blocksize 16x16
non-overlapping Blocksize 32x32
non-overlapping Results show that smaller block sizes and overlapping blocks increase the segmentation accuracy. Especially for shape estimation, a smaller distance between the block-center points leads to a renement and increases the accuracy of the CS boundary estimation. On the other hand, the amount of blocks is a crucial factor for the timing performance. With an increasing amount of blocks the timing performance decreases signicantly. For example, compare the nonand half-overlapping timing measurements in Table 1 .
Furthermore, the results show that for non-overlapping blocks lower variance factors (V f ) and for half-overlapping blocks higher variance factors are required.
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Nearly all of the most accurate results for a certain conguration are computed using the L 2 norm. Contrary to the rst experiment, smaller blocksizes and overlapping blocks do not increase the segmentation accuracy. Due to strongly varying accuracies over all results it is not possible to draw further conclusions about the impact of the blocksize and half-/ non-overlapping blocks on the accuracy.
The most accurate result is achieved using the L 1 norm and multiscale & uniform LBPs (L 1 / 32x32/ half-overlapping Mean: 7.53, StDev: 3.41). It is dicult to conclude that using multiscale LBPs or uniform LBPs instead of normal 3x3 LBPs improves the segmentation accuracy. However, the two most accurate results are reached with the LBP extensions and especially with multiscale & uniform LBPs.
Results show that the two LBP extensions inuence the timing performance dierently. While for uniform LBPs the number of bins in the LBP histogram decreases, for multiscale LBPs the number of bins increases with each scale. Consequently, uniform LBPs increase the timing performance and multiscale LBPs cause a signicant deterioration of the timing performance.
The most important conclusion is that the results of the rst experiment are more robust over all congurations and histogram distances. The best results of the rst experiment using intensity histograms remarkable outperform the segmentation accuracies and timing measurements of the second experiment using LBP histograms.
Experiment #3 -Circle/ellipse tting
To assess the impact of the circle/ellipse tting step the best congurations (Intensity histograms/ EMD/ 16x16 pixels blocks) are recomputed including (Table 3) . Compared to the corresponding results in Table 1 the results in Table 3 show that the circle/ellipse t step is increasing the segmentation accuracy. Unfortunately, the circle-/ellipse t approach is very time consuming. For evaluation of the timing performance, the testset images were scaled in a range from {0.1, 0.2, ..., 1, ..., 2} according to the amount of pixels. For each scale, the segmentation accuracies and timings are computed as described in Experiment #1 using EMD and half-overlapping blocks. The most accurate results for each scale and blocksize are used to illustrate the timing performance in Fig. 5 . Compared to 32x32 blocks, with 16x16 blocks the amount of analysed blocks increases approximately by a factor of 4. Results show, that the timings for 32x32 blocks increase roughly linearly. The dierent increase of the 16x16 timings is caused by the Alpha shape computation step which has a complexity of O(nlogn). In case of 16x16 blocks and larger scales, the number of points used for Alpha shape computation increases rapidly. Thus, the impact on the timing performance becomes clearly visible. Finally, it can be stated that an appropriate selection of the blocksize is crucial for the timing performance and the accuracy of the CS segmentation algorithm. 5 Conclusion
Timing performance evaluation
We proposed a similarity-based region growing algorithm which is suitable for segmentation of CS in images of rough log end faces. In combination with intensity histograms as texture features and the EMD as histogram distance our algorithm is fast, accurate and robust. Surprisingly, LBP histograms as texture features achieve less accurate and very irregular results. Additionally, the timing performance decreases remarkable. These observations lead to an interesting conclusion. For particular segmentation applications, simple texture features and a more sophisticated similarity measure can outperform matured texture features and a simple similarity measure.
The experimental evaluation of our work forms a solid basis for further research on CS segmentation. In our future research further segmentation techniques will be evaluated based on their accuracy and timing performance. Apart Similarity based cross-section segmentation in rough log end images 9 from the computational eort, active contour approaches as presented by [27] are of interest because they are probably more robust to similar textured crosssections in the background.
